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Science Impossible

6 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Beyond Sideshow

How can Jared Rydelek hammer a four-inch nail into his nose without causing serious brain
damage? What allows Jessica Wilson to stay underwater for over six minutes on a single breath
of air without drowning? How can Franz Müllner physically hold back a top end sports car at full
throttle? And what keeps Trever McGhee’s feet from burning to a crisp as he walks on burning
coals? Find out as we follow a team of experts as they go “Beyond the Sideshow” and decode
these bizarre stunts in Science Impossible.

2. Talent for Torture

How can Bella Veiovis hang from hooks through her skin and actually experience pleasure? What
allows Iona Luvsandorj to bend herself in half as she suspends herself on a piece of metal inside
her mouth? How can Pete Czerwinski devour twenty hamburgers in just five minutes without
rupturing his stomach? And what keeps Thomas Blackthorne from tearing through his insides
while he swallows a working jackhammer? Find out as our team of experts, scientists and doctors
study people with a “Talent for Torture” and decode these bizarre stunts in Science Impossible.

3. Pain and Peril

How can a Darren Taylor leap from over 30 feet, plunge into one foot of water and survive without
any bodily harm? What lets The Great Nippulini lift up to 70lbs using only his nipples? How can
Andrew S balance his entire body’s weight on the tip of a sharpened spear? And what keeps
Scott Baker’s entire digestive system from being ripped to shreds by razor sharp shards of glass?
Find out as we follow a team of experts as they go delve into these phenomenal feats and decode
the science to tell us why they aren’t… Humanly Impossible.

4. Fearless

Imagine being run over by a 8,000 pound truck; would you live to tell the tale? What about
climbing a ladder made from razor sharp swords – sound enticing? Would you dare to escape
from a strait jacket while under water? Or can you imagine eating fire? If the answers to any of
these questions is no (or perhaps more so if the answer is yes)- Join us on a journey of science
and the human spirit, as our team challenges the body’s limits, and demystifies these amazing
feats.
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5. Shock and Awe

How can Danielle Stampe survive a million volts of electricity shooting from her fingertips? How
does Jamie Vendera shatter glass with the power of his voice? What lets Kelvikta the Blade
shove skewers through her arm without intense pain or injury? And what keeps Aichi Ono from
getting extremely sick when he spins faster and longer than anyone on the planet while upside
down? Find out as we follow a team of experts as they go delve into these phenomenal feats and
decode the science to tell us why they aren’t… Humanly Impossible.

6. Over The Edge

Imagine the pain of being submerged in an ice coffin. Sound enticing? What about dragging a
car with your eye sockets - dare to try it? Would you ever lie in-between a bed of nails while a
520-lb man stood on top? Or if you were robbed of your sight would you still ride a bike? If the
answers to any of these questions is no (or perhaps more so if the answer’s yes) join us on a
journey of science and the human spirit as we demystify these acts.


